A twist tensor (T-tensor) is introduced, which is defined for differentiable vector and director fields. Its eigensystem describes the local helical structure of the underlying field. It can have up to two nonzero eigenvalues, which indicate whether the local structure is untwisted, helical or doubletwisted. The eigenvalues qt, if real valued, are the helical wave numbers, and the corresponding eigenvectors represent the local twist axes. The T-tensor can serve as a tool to analyze director configurations in chiral nematic liquid crystals, and applications in computational fluid dynamics seem feasible.
Introduction
In this paper a twist tensor, derived from an at least once differentiable directional field, is defined and investigated. It is shown to be particularly useful as an instrument to analyze director fields of nematic liquid crystals.
The orientational order of a nematic liquid crystal is usually described by a director field indicating lo cally the preferred axis of orientation for the molecules. The director field is mathematically a directional field represented locally by a vector n of unit length, i.e.
/!"»" = 1.
(
Twisted nematics can be characterized by the (dimensionless) free energy per unit volume in the oneconstant approximation [1] f = "n.v " M fV + 2 q0 £m vX % wX fV .
We use the cartesian component notation, i.e. the gra dient is written n^ v = Vv n^ and the cross product is £xnv an bv = (ax b \ with the total antisymmetric sym bol £. The first term in (2) is the elastic energy and the second one the chiral contribution; q0 is the intrinsic helical wave number. The elastic part may be decom posed into four contributions using the identity [2] v n^ v = (div n)2 + (n ■ rot n)2 + (n x rot n)2 -div (#i x rot n + n div n).
The four terms on the right hand side of (3) are re ferred to (in order of sequence) as splay, twist, bend, and saddle-splay. It is demonstrated in Sect. 4 that Reprint requests to A. Kilian and A. Sonnet.
some properties of the T-tensor are related to these partial energies.
A director field in equilibrium has to satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation
where the Lagrange multiplier k (needed to satisfy (1)) is found to be
In thin slabs with planar anchoring, the helial solution n (z) = (sin q z, cos q z, 0)
is usually encountered. In confined geometries like capillaries and droplets, however, the director fields are more complicated. In those cases it is not always easy to see whether there is single or double twist, in which direction the twist axis or axes point, and how large the local helical wave number(s) are. This information can be extracted from the "twisttensor" (referred to below as T-tensor). In the subse quent sections, twist axes and their corresponding wave numbers and the T-tensor are defined and illus trated by some examples. In Sect. 4, some mathemat ical properties of the T-tensor are derived. Section 5 contains the conclusions and acknowledgements.
Twist Axes and Wave Numbers
Given an arbitrary directional field n, we define a twist axis at a given point to be an axis perpendicular to both the directional field and its directional deriva tive along this axis. Thus a unit vector t defines the 0932-0784 / 95 / 1100-0984 $ 06.00 © -Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, D-72027 Tübingen A. Kilian and A. Sonnet • On the Analysis of Twisted Director Configurations direction of a twist axis iff both 'mwv,h'v = 0 and (7)
'"»" = 0 (8) hold true. The strength associated with the axis is defined to be the normalizied modulus of the direc tional derivative
V nyny where the sign is determined by the orientation of the helix. In the case of the helical solution (6) , this equals the helical wave number q.
The Twist Tensor
A twist axis is defined by a direction, a strength and an orientation. Thus it yields three degrees of freedom and the question arises, whether it can be represented by a vector. This is not the case, as can be seen by considering a rotation by n around an axis perpendic ular to the twist axis. Obviously, a vector changes sign, while the twist axis remains unchanged*. Thus the simplest representation is given by a second rank tensor, which, due to its transformation under space inversion, is actually a pseudo tensor.
Definition: The T-tensor field corresponding to a di rectional field n is defined by
T (10) nyny
The solution of its eigenvalue problem Tm v ^ = (11) yields the twist axes. Let us call a real-valued nonzero eigenvalue of T a twist-eigenvalue. An eigenvector t corresponding to a twist-eigenvalue X represents a twist axis, with a being the associated strength and the local helical wave number in direction of t. Here and below, eigenvector means a right eigenvector as de fined in (11). A straightforward calculation shows that this definition is consistent with the one given in the previous section in (7)-(9).
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* This is the reason why you do not have to worry which way to put the nut on the bolt.
Let t be the number of twist-eigenvalues of T. Then, there are three possibilities:
1. i = 0. There is no local twist distortion at all, that is, n • rot /i = 0. 2. t = 1. The local structure is helical. A specific example where the helical axis coincides with the z-axis has been given in (6). 3. t = 2. The local structure is double twisted. A typ ical example is given below in (14).
The case t = 3 does not occur, cf. Sect. 4. An analogy to classical differential geometry should be mentioned: T can be considered as a generalized binormal b to an integral curve f of n. Consider 7^v wv: It specifices that the derivative occurring in (10) is taken in the direction of w. Looking for twist axes means focusing on directions w which are per pendicular to n (see Sect. 4). In contrast, w = /i yields Tilvnv = kbil, where k is the curvature of V. This anal ogy is interesting because the binormal b contains information about the torsion of W via Frenet-Serret's equations [3] .
In the following we consider four examples of specific director fields and the associated twist tensor fields.
Example 1: the T-tensor of the helical director field (6) has the eigenvalues {0,0, g}, and the eigenvector cor responding to q is (0,0,1).
Example 2: chiral materials are in their ground state if the "double twist condition"
is met. It has been shown by geometrical arguments that (12) can be fulfilled only locally [4] , At sites where (12) holds, the twist tensor has the form TM V = ?(<5M V -n^O -
This tensor has the multiple eigenvalues {q, q, 0}, and any vector perpendicular to n is an eigenvector to q. Any two orthogonal eigenvectors to the eigenvalue q together with n form an eigensystem.
Example 3: As an illustrating example, and in order to demonstrate the advantage of the T-tensor, the wellknown double twist tube [4] is firstly presented by its director field, and secondly by its twist axes. The directors are represented by rods, and the eigensystem of the T-tensor by a parallelogram (which is a rect angle in this specific example). The edges are parallel to the eigenvectors, and their lengths correspond to the eigenvalues. For single twist, the rectangle degen erates to a line. The director field used here is n(r,(f>) = (sin0 sinqr, -cos0 sin<7r, cosqr).
This is no equilibrium configuration satisfying (4), but it is quite similar to a known solution [5] in which qr is replaced by 2 arctan r/R. The above director Field (14) has been chosen as an example because an analyt ical description of the eigensystem is available:
= q, /.2 = sin 2 qr 2 r and cos (f) \ f -cos qr sin 0 ey = ( sin</> 1, = I cos < 7 r cos < /> 0 / \ sin qr
Here el ,e 2, and n are mutually perpendicular, which, as will be shown in the next section, is not generally the case. See Figure 1 . In the T-tensor representation, only the central re gion, where the director rotates by tt/2, is depicted because outside the marked area the second helical wave number a2 becomes small, and one has effec tively a single twist, cf. (15).
Although this director configuration is particularly simple due to its translational and rotational symme try, it is not obvious in which directions the twist axes point, since only one layer is depicted. Showing more than one layer, however, would make the picture rather intricate. where i = J -1 and r= || r ||. The radial configuration exhibits no twist (the twist energy is zero everywhere), and the saddle-splay energy is -2/r2. A relationship between these two energies and the eigenvalues of the T-tensor is derived in the subsequent section.
Properties of the Twist Tensor
The following properties hold for any directional field n, which for simplicity is assumed to be normal ized. The first three properties are of general interest, while the last three are especially related to director fields of chiral nematics. Proofs are omitted where straightforward.
1. Orthogonality between e and n: Let k be a nonzero eigenvalue of T, and e the corresponding eigenvec tor. We have then e _l n. It follows that the director can be easily deduced from the graphical respresentation of the T-tensor as the layer normal of the rectangles (provided there is double twist). 2. Angle between ex and e2: Let a x, a2 be nonzero eigenvalues of T, and ex, e2 the corresponding ei genvectors. In general, ex is not perpendicular to e2.
Proof. Let ux, u2, u3 be three mutually orthogonal unit vectors defined by ux: = ex, u3: -n, and «2: = «3 x b 1. In this local base, T has the form
The components T13 and T23 need not to be speci fied, since the eigensystem does not depend on them. The eigenvalues are Xx = Txx = -n 2x, X2 = T22 = nx2.
If Xx^a 2 the corresponding eigenvectors arê = (1 ,0 ,0 ), and ^ = ^-^-, 1 , 0^. ( 2 1 ) It follows that ex l e 2 iff n2 2 = 0.
3. Determinant: Det(T) = 0, cf. (19). As a consequence, the number of twist axes cannot exceed two.
4. Trace: Tr(T) = e^vln^nl v is a pseudoscalar propor tional to the chiral contribution to the free energy density (2). The magnitude -2 q0 is a material property.
Norm: The expression
||T ||:= V T r(T -T )
is a measure for the "overall twist", at least if it is real-valued. Note that example 4 in the preceding section yields a negative value for || T ||2. Calcula tion of Tr(T • T) both in the cartesian representa tion (10) and in the eigen-representation (19) yields the interesting identity a2 + A2 2 = nM V -(n^)2 -nv nKil nKv. (23) The first term on the right is the total elastic energy and the next two are the splay and the bend contri bution to the energy with a negative sign, cf. (3). Accordingly, the sum of the squared eigenvalues is proportional to the sum of the twist and the saddlesplay energies.
6. Equilibrium: We will now assume that n is a director field in equilibrium, that is, (4) holds. It follows that (div T)m = Tm v>v = 2g0£M vX eK7XnvnY iK = 2g0(#i x rot/i)^.
Thus twist sources (or sinks) occur in relaxed direc tor fields if both an intrinsic chirality (q0 /0 ) and a bend distortion exist.
Conclusions and Acknowledgements
A twist tensor associated with a differentiable direc tional field has been defined. For the director field of a chiral nematic liquid crystal it yields the twist axes and the corresponding twist wave numbers via its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. It can be used to ana lyze computed or modelled director fields, particularly in two and three dimensions, complementing the usual director representation. Also, it displays a num ber of interesting properties. The most remarkable one, from a liquid-crystal physicist's point of view, is that its norm depends not only on the twist, but also on the saddle-splay energy, which is basically a surface term and has therefore often been disregarded.
As an aside, the definition of the T-tensor TM V (cf. (10)) can be canonically generalized to cases where the alignment of the nematic phase cannot be described by a director, but rather must be represented by an alignment tensor aM V [6] : T^iv = £hik aix aXK,v
T°v simplifies to when a[lv = n[1nv -|c>M V . It can be employed to analyze twisted alignment tensor config urations, e.g. configurations describing the blue phases.
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